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DISCUSSION OF BOUNDARY -LAYER CHARACTERISTICS NEAR THE WALL 
OF AN AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR 1 
By AR'I'UR MAGER, JOB J . MAHO N EY, and RA Y E. BUDINGER 
SUMMARY 
The boundary-layet velocity p1'ofiles in the tip region oj an 
axial-flow compressor down tream oj the guide vanes and 
down tream oj the rotor were measured by use oj total-pre ure 
and claw-type yaw probes. The e velocities were resolved 
into two components: one along the streamline oj the flow 
out ide the boundary layer, and the other petpendicular to i t. 
The affinity among all profile wa thus demon trated with the 
boundary-layer thickne and the deflection oj the boundary 
layer at the wall as the generalizing parameter . By u e oj 
these 1'esults and the momentum-integral equation , boundary-
layer characte7'istics on the walls oj an axial-flow compre SOl' 
were qualitatively evaluated. 
The important parameters concerning the secondary flow 
in the boundary layer are shown to be the turning oj the flow 
and the product oj the curvature oj the streamline outside the 
boundary layer and the bounda1'y-layer thickness . 
Finite tip clearance i hown to a.ffect the secondary flow 
primarily at high weightflows and high sp eed . 
The los es near the tip oj the rotor blades and near the hub 
oj the stator blades are traced to the p1'edominantly tangential 
direction oj the flow in the boundary layer. It is demonstrated 
that at large turnings the flow doe not neces arily part with the 
surjace when a eparated axial-velocity profile is pre nt. 
The prelimina1'y considerations how that many oj the 
phenomena observed in axial-flow compressors (such as rela-
tively large los e in the rotor tages near the ca ing tip , in 
spite of actual energy addition to the bounda1'y layer) ar 
explainable when three-dimensional bounda1'y-layer flow on 
the wall oj the compressor is con idered. 
I TROD UCTIO N 
A large percentage of the losses through an axial-flow 
compres or are conc n tra ted in the rcO'ions immediately 
ad jacent to the walls of the annulus (references 1 to 3) . 
The origin of these los es has been traced by various in-
ve tiO'ator to: 
(a) kin-friction los es on th e wall 
(b) econdal'Y flows re ulting in vorticity being hed from 
the blade 
(c) Radial di placement of the boundary layer over the 
blade surfaces 
(d) Tip-clearance effects 
It has al 0 been noted that the decrea e of IL\'ial velocity 
next to the annulus walls, which accompanies these los e , 
forces the tators and rotors to opera Le a t angle of atLack 
higher than d ign valu es ; ]0\\' lift-drag ratios thu result . 
The e effect , wh on considered epal'a tely, are known Lo 
increase the 10 se in axial compressor ; however, Lb e 
relative magnitude and ignificance of each eo.'ecL has noL 
been precisely deLel'mined . Some aLLemp ts to epa ra Le Lh e 
val'iou 10 e were made (see reference 4) and a sys tem whi ch 
accounted for th e e 10 e in an al'biLral'Y manner wa. 
e tablished (referen ce 1). It was n ext necessary to examine 
the process Lhrough which Lb e e losse Lake place simultane-
ou ly, so LhaL tep could be taken Lowarcl Lh eir r edu ction. 
kin-friction los es fail d to account for the varia Lion in the 
magnitude of the 10 es from tage Lo tage, when Lhe 
boundary layer on Lh e walls was treated imilarly to an 
entrance s ction of a pipe, although th e over-all boundaJ'y-
layer growth was approximately eq uivalen L (reference 3). 
imilarly, iL becam apparen t that the Lip-clearan ce eITeets 
alone could not be the chief mechani m for th ese 10 s(' 
ince the 10 e peri ted even for compres or wi th very 
small tip clearance. The large los a rea were th en though L 
to be primarily due to econdary flows and the cen trifugaLion 
of th e boundary layer. 
A quantitative inve Liga tion of econdary flow wa fu'st 
attempted , largely becau e of tbe existence of analy Li al 
methods ba ed on th e image ysLem of vorLice (for example, 
reference 5). AlLhough the methods O'ave fa irly good 
qualitative an weI' , cer tain eD'ecL predicted in rela tion to 
flow di1'ecLion behind cascade were exactly oppo ite from 
tbo e actualJ.v mea uJ'ed. Th e explana ti on oJ lhi ph en om-
enon i u ually given in Lerm of large inel lI ced velocities (fo r 
example, ref rence 6), which co uld actually be ob en 'ed, but 
ince the m Lhod of reference 6 required a priol'i the exi tenc . 
of rolled-up tra i.ling vorLiee ( 0 th a t lb e indu ced velociLie 
could be created), some do ubt about it valicl iLy remained . 
In addition, ince lb magniLucl of th e centrifu O'al ffecL on 
the boundary layer ov r tbe blade \Va unlmown , and ince 
th e effect th eoretically mu L exi t, furth er que Lion on the 
validity of the econclary flow approa h arose. 
It became apparent, however, th a t, aL lea L in compressors 
designed for little or no r ad ial flow, th effecL of centrifuga-
t ion mu t be mall. Th e radial deflec Lion of th boundary 
layer in tb e ab ence of radial flo\\' ou t id e th e bouodary layer 
wa hown (reference 7) to dep nd on the ra tio of the com-
pon nt of the roLational veloci Ly perpendicular Lo the blade 
surface to th e local velocity along the tl'eamlino and out de 
I Su persedes r ACA RM E51H07, " D iscussioll of Bowldary·Layor C haracteristics Ncar the Casin g or an Axia l· Flow Com pressor" by Artur l\ [ager , John J. ]\[ahoney, and Ray E. Budinger. 
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Lhe boundary layer. Accordingly, th e eff ec1, can be ex-
pected to be of the ame order of magnitude on the pre sure 
urface a on the uction mEace of the blade. Oil and dirL 
patterns on the casing of axial-flow compJ'e ors have been 
used to indicate the direction of the boundary-layer flow. 
In all compre or inve tigated, the e pattern have hown 
trong deflection on the uction mface an 1 practically no 
deflection on the pre m e mface. For the mo t part, 
therefore, the observed boundary-layer defl ections mu t be 
due to forces other than the cen trifugal force on the blade. 
Appreciable centrifugal force may exi t in some ca e , buL 
Lhe proces tlU'ouO'h which Lhe observed boundary-layer 
deflections take place must depend principally on effects 
other than centrifugation of the boundary layer. \ imilar 
conclusions were reached by Cart l' (refer ence 6) on th e basis 
of e)"1>eriment and by 1; ogarty (r cfer ence ) on the ba is of 
actual compu tation of laminar boundary-layer flow over a 
rotating, lender , infinite blad e. 
R ecently, it wa shown by Squire and WinLel' (reference 9) 
and H awthorne (reference 10) tha t, in the case of thick 
boundary layer with tmning, a r cdi tribuLion of vorticity 
Lakes placc, uch Lhat the ratio of the component of vorticity 
in the direction of flow 1,0 the initial vorLiciLy i directly 
proportional to Lhe tmning. A mechanism for ccondary 
flows was thereby provid ed that was independen 1, of th · 
existence of rolled-up trailing vor1,ices. Th e indication was 
Lhen thaL the 10 ses may occur be au e of econdary flows, 
which in turn occur becau e of the r edi tribu tion of vorticity 
due to turning. 
A logical step was next to inve Ligate three-dimensional 
boundary-layer haracteri Lic on the wall of Lhe compJ'es or . 
This tudy wa facili tated by the flow equations pre en ted 
in reference 7. In order to apply the e equations the 
velocity profile in the boundary layer mu t be ImolV'll. 
Veloci ty profiles ncar the t ip of a ingle- tage axial-flow 
compl'es or were measm ed at the ACA Lewis laboratory 
by use of total-pre SLl1'e and yaw probe. Th e r e ulLs of thi 
in ve tigation, together with an intel'pretaLion of boundary-
layer characLeristics on axial compre SOl' wall , carried out 
in 1950- 51 are reported herein. 
Becau e of he great complexiLy of the problem and 
mechanical difficulLies, the informaLion obtain ed herein is 
not delailed enough to permit even an approximate com-
pu tation of boundary-layer chara teri tic on the wall of 
the whole compre 01'. Furthermore, since these results are 
preliminary and of a pilotillg nature only, certain simplifica-
tions had to be made, both in the analy i of 1 oundary-Iayer 
flow and in the in terpretation of the data. The following 
a sump Lions were Lherefore made: The flow \Va considered 
incompre ible, with a zero velociLy gradient normal to the 
slll'face at the outer extremitie of the boundary layer; the 
pressure probe were a umed to read the con ecL mean 
values, not only of tmbulent flu ctuation but also of the 
variation due to blade ro ta tion; and the concept of boundary-
layer thicknes wa interpreted a the region wh ere frictional 
effects were noti eable. uch regions may be qui te thick 
and reach well inLo the passage. 
The information obtained is Lill largely quali tative, 
alLh ough ome quantitative 1'e ult appeal' lo be of Lb righ t 
order of magniLude. The maUl purpose of this l' port is, 
however, 1,0 how Lhat many of Lhe hiLherLo unexplained 
phenomena appeal' to faU in to a logical and well-defmed 
pattern when the problem i examined \\·i th regard to three-
dim n ional boundary-layer flow on the wall . Thu , 
although the picture of .Bow obLained by tbi analy i is not 
accurat in all deLails ( uch a pi tm e i till omewhat 
difficult 1,0 gra p), the model seems to be good enough to 
lVarrant a considerably more exten ive study. In addition, 
the investiO'ation di clo es certain de ign parameter, the 
importance of wh ich ha previou ly been overlooked. 
APPARAT S 
Experimental data for thi l'epOI-L were obtained from 
boun lary-Iayer inve Ligation on a 30-inch-tip-diameter 
axial-flow compI' s or tage, which con isted of 40 cil'cular-
arc con Lant- thiekness gujde van sand 29 consLanL-chord 
NAC 65- (12)10 rotor blades (reference ll). The guide 
vanes imparted a wheel-type rotation, and the 1'01,01' imposed 
a vortex-type rotation on th e air. A cro - cctional view of 
Lhe compres OJ' and inlet bellmouLh is hown in fLgw'e 1, 
which al 0 shows Lhe 10caLion of the measuring in trument . 
For part of the inve Ligation, a %-inch poiler con i Ling of a 
cu'cular ring (fLg. 1) was in taIled % inch up tream of the 
leading edge of Lhe inJ eL guide vane . The stationary 
clearan e between t.he rolol'-blade lip and the compre SOl' 
casing wa 0.030 inch . 
INSTR MENTATIO 
Compre or peed, weigh 1, flow, and inleL concliLion were 
measured a de cribedu1 reference 11. Boundary-layer con-
di tion ncar the Lip were investiga ed aL one cU'cumfel'ential 
position and axially at station I , II, and In (fig. 1). 
tation I was located apPl'oximaLely Ys rOLor-chordlength 
up tream of the leading edge of Lh rotor-blade t ips. The 
one cU'cumferenLial posiLion at Lhi taLion \\'a cho en to 
cleviaLe least from the mean flow value over Lhree passage. 
,r'lnlet bel/mouth 
Air --J.. 
flow -y -I '-Instrument i circumferential 
position 
Sto/ion I 
FIG U RE l.-Cross·s~~tional view or compressor sho,\'ing instrument locations. 
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(8.) (b ) (c) 
INCH 
lJJJJ 
(a) rl~O lal -p ressurc survey probe . 
(b) law-Lypr yaw Lube. 
(c) Wedge-type sta tie-prrssurc sur ,",,)" probl'. 
(d) T ber mocouple rake. 
F IGl" RE 2.-Instrument.~ . 
(d ) 
In order Lo obtain tbj m an , to tal-pre m e and angle read-
ings outside th e boundary layer were averag d arithmetically . 
Total pres m e were obtained wi th a m vey probe of tb e 
typ hown ln figure 2 (a) . A cla,,--type yaw tube (fig. 2 (b)) 
was used for flow-angle meas w'emen Ls and a wedge-L.,·pe 
static probe (fi O". 2 (c) ) completed th e in LruJn(,L1 tatioll n, L 
thi taLion. 
The survC'.,' in lrumenls at tation II (approximately X 
chordleno-Lb downstream of the rotor) were imilar to those 
n,t taLion I , except [or the addi tion of five thermocouple 
rakes (fig. 2 (d)) . A temperature gradient acro s the [ree·· 
stream pas age was determined from the rake reading and 
extrapolaLed lo tbe a inO" in order to determin e vclociti e 
in th e boun tar.\' layer aL the t ip. 
AL sLation III ( 1 }~ chord lengLh downs Team of th e rotor 
blade ), th e instrument ation wa similar to lhat u cd at 
tation II . 
All in trumen t were calibrated in a slead.I·-O ow tunnel 
as described in refer nce 11. On th e ba is of Lhi calibra-
tion, the accuracy of mea urements i e tima lecl a follow: 
tatic pressm e, ± 2.0 pOI'cen t o[ dynamic head ; lolal pre -
sure, ± 1.0 percent of dynamie head ; and air angle, ± 10. 
Atten tion 1 called to the fac t that e timate of accmacy 
ba 1 on Lh e calibraLion in a steady-flow tunnel arc no t 
strictl.r applicable to Lhe pre ent inve tiga tion and arc in-
dud ed only a an indication of th e quality of the instrumenL . 
It may be mentioned, however, that th e r eading obtained 
were ea il.v reproducible and it was presumed that, becau e 
of t he small size of the in trumen t as compared with the 
piLch of the blading and th e diameter of the compl'es 01' , 
the r eadings were no t appreciably affecte 1 by circumferential 
grad ients 01' th e cm vaLure of th e wall. 
OP E RATIO AL AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
Boundary-layer inve tigation near Lhe Lip were conductcd 
aL Lh e design ro tor speed of 40 feet per s cond over a range 
of weight nows from the upper limi t (reference 11 ) to a 
flow at which stall occmred acros most of tbe blade from 
ll1 Lip Lo Lhe mean radius. 
IniLial LC' Ls w er o made with no p oilo)", and the €'ntiro 
pro edure was r epeaLed with the V -inch spoiler installed. 
Addi tional urvey were made at 60 percent of de ign p ed . 
In this r eporl , however, lhe pre en ta Li on of da ta i limiLed 
Lo th e velocily profile co rresponding to Lhe following three 
weiO"h t flow only : the weigh t How at which tbe maximum 
efficiency (of Lhe whole compre or) occur , and the higbe t 
and lowe t weight flow for a.ny speed. Th e exact value oJ 
Lb o important parameters and th symbol de ignating ach 
W" vey arc hown in table l. 
The extent of tb e boundary layer has been cl etermin d by 
plo t ting the mea m ed angle and veloci ty again t the radial 
po i tion. Out ide Lhe boundary layer , the variation wa 
mall and almo t linear. J car Lh e t ip, however , pronounced 
chang could be observed, u ually wiLh especially clear 
demarka tion in the character of the changes in directional 
r ea ling . on equen Lly, in order to establish Lhe boundary-
layer thiclm es 0, the fio\ angle wa plo tted against the 
radial di tanc from the ca ing y ; th e bOlmdary-layer thi k-
ne wa dOLermined from Lbi plo (fig. 3) at the value of y 
, here the lope of lhe flow-angl W"ve tar ts increasing at 
a differenL rate. 
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F IGURE 3.- Deter mination of boundary·layer thickness 6. 
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The ,"alue of the mea Ul'ed angle at the po iLion cIo e L to 
the ca ing wa considered always indicative of boundal'~-­
layer dcfkC'tions there, although the velocitie at thi posi-
tion weI'(' usuall .'" not zero. The reading of the velocity at 
the casing were disregarded and all curve were drawn as 
culminat ing at Lhe zerO value. 
VELOCITY P ROFILES IN TIP R EG ION OF COMPRESSOR 
General explanation of coordinate system and parameters 
employed .- The momentum-integral equations developed 
in reference 7 (sec also appendix A, equation (A I) and (A2)) 
are applica ble to three-dimen ional bo undary-layer fl ow over 
rotaLing or tationary slU'face . On e of the main assumptions 
in the derivation of these eq uation was that in the boundary 
layer the nlocity component in the direction perpendicular 
Lo the wall is of Lhe order of magnitude of 0 and may th us be 
neglected wh en compared with term s of order of magni tude 
of one. A direc t resul t of thi assump tion is Lhat the cbange 
in pressure through the bound ary layer is mall (of the 
order of magnitude of 0) and can al 0 be neglf'ctecl . In order 
to check this as umptiol1 , static-pressure measuremcn ts 
I\'ere taken at all thr ee station . in ce the grea te t variation 
observed (a t station II and low weigh t flows) amoun tecl to 
3 percen t of the value measured at the wall, neglecting the 
pressure change thro ugh Lhe boun dary layer appears to be 
valid. Consequently, if tbe flow condition outside the 
houndary la~Ter arc lmo\\-n and if tll e shape of the velocity 
distrihution in the direction perpendicular to the wall 
(throu ah the boundary layer) is described approximately as 
orne fun ction of yls, tbe e equation may be in tearatecl to 
give a mea ure of the morn ntum lost in the bound ary layer 
and of the flow direcLion ncar the wall . 
Inasmuch as one aim of thi inYest igation was to proyide 
a basis for the prescription of the boundary-layer veloeity 
eli tl'ibuLioJ) so that it cO llld be used in tbe momen tum-
integral eq uation , the measured velocity profiles reported 
herein arc re olved into componen ts according to the theory 
of referellce 7. T his theory is developed for a et of or thog-
onal curvilinear coordinate x, y, z with the restriction that 
y be perpendicular to the wall ove r which the flow takes 
place and .r. be in the direction of the streamline ou ts iel e the 
boundary layer. The corre poneling veloc itie (always 
rela Live to th e wall) are u, v, w. 
For the particular case of Lhe boundary-layer now over the 
casing (sec fig. 4), the x-ax is i therefore laid ou t along th 
treamlinc of the absolute fl ow and tIle posit ive direction of 
the y-axis i toward the hub. Th e positive direction of the 
z-axi mll L be chosen 0 as to keep tbe ystem righ t-hand ed. 
in ce the sys tem does not rotate, all componen ts of ware 
zero. 
It should he notcd tlll),t in a righ t-h anded sy tern the 
angles in Ll1e zx-plane arc positive from z to x. 
If the boundary-layer fl ow in the hub region of a com-
pre or were consiciered and the hub ,,"ere forming one con-
tinuoll s ur/'uce rotaLing lI'it11 the blade , the system would 
/ 
/ 
Axial 
y 
lJ 
x 
z 
FIG URE 4.-Coordinatc sys tcm uscd in aLlal ysis of boundary"layer vclociLy I)roftles. 
have to be applied in a sligh tly different manner. The 
x-axi would have to be matched to the relative s treamlin e 
and the po itive direction of the y-axis wo uld then be toward 
the t ip. Becal! e thi sy tem would be rotating (wiLh po i-
t ive rotation determined by the righ t-hand ru le), the com-
ponents of w would generally be different from zero . 
By u e of th so coordinate, therefore, the veloci ty profile 
at variou measuring stations will be de cribed by G and g, 
fun tion of Ylo only (all symbols are defin ed in appendix B) : 
and 
W = EUg (t) 
where E= tan <X, and a i the boundary-layer deflection angle 
measured from the direction of the r esul tant skin-friction 
tress to the direction of flow ou t ide the bo undary layer . 
This angle was a sumed to be con ectly represented by the 
difference in value of the flow anale a measul'ed at the posi-
Lion close t to the casina and at y= o. 
I t is thus seen that the additional degree of freedom existing 
in three-dimension al boundary layers over the two dimen-
sional i generalized by the u e of a new parameter, boundary-
layer cle nection at the wall . P hysieally, thi parameter is 
connected with the magni tude and ign of tbe velocity w and 
is thu a direct mea ure of tbe secondary flow in boundary 
layers. F ur thermore, ince the velocity v (in the direetion 
perpendi cular to the wall) is neglected, the parameter E also 
represent the limiL, at the wall, of the ratio of vor ticity in the 
direct ion of the streaml ine to that perpendicular to the 
sLreamlin e. (ee appenci L,( A.) I t can thus be used as a 
basi for comparison wi th omewhat differen t con iderations 
of the arne flo w by H awthorne (reference 10) and Squire and 
Win tf' l' (reference 9) . 
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In the actual solution for these parameter , additional 
quan titie describing the hape of G and 9 are convenien t to 
1.1 e. These quan titie H , K , J , and L are so related to G 
and 9 that they permi t e}.,})res ion of all significan t momentum 
and displacemen t thickne ses in term of one, the momentum 
thiclcnes in the direction of the treamline. The numerical 
values of these quantitie may be obtained by in tegration 
of proper products of (1- G) , G, and 9 (reference 7) . The 
phy ical significance of these quantities is given by: 
H = 8x* 
Ox 
Velocity profiles downstream of guide vanes.--The veloc-
i ty profiles downstream of the guide vanes are plotted non-
dimensionally against y/8 in figure 5 (a) . I t can be een in 
thi figure that, regardle of the weight flow, the bowldary-
layer thiclme ,the value of E, or the speed of ro ta tion, all 
the experimen tal poin ts fall fairly well on a ingle et 0 f 
curve. M ore detailed plo ts of the functions G and 9 shown 
in figure 5 (b) and 5 (c) indicate that G= (y /8) I/n and 
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{J =(I - y /8)"' with n,,=,g and m"='2. The larger scatter of 
point in figure 5 (c) at mall value of ( l - y /8) i undoubtedly 
due to the fact that for a fi..xed error in a yaw tube reading, 
the accuracy with which 9 can be determined decrea e a 
y~8, ince the direction of the flow in the bo und ary layer 
approache that in the free tream . 
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For n= 9 and m = 2, the integrations necessary for the 
determination of H , K , J , and L may be performed analyti-
cally (reference 7) to yield 
H = 1.22 
..1= 0.556 
K =3 .35 
L = 1.52 
I t is Lhu een that for the cases inves tigaLed the profile 
down Lream of the guide vanes on th e wall of an axial-flow 
compressor are very similar to tho e obtained in an ordinary 
curved duct (a shown in ref rence 9) and are practically 
unaffected by the rotation of the rotor blades. 
Velocity profiles downstream of rotor.- The di cus ion 
and interpretation of the mea urem nts downstream of the 
rotor blades are omewhat more complicl\,ted than in the 
guide vanes. Thi complication arises because the velocit), 
in th e boundary layer is con idered relative to the ca ing, 
which i fixed, while the rotor blade exerci e their effect on 
Lhe flow tbTough rotation . In ord er to avoid the difficultic 
connecLed with an unsteady :flow, which could only be prop-
erly mea ured by mean of instrument having an instan-
taneou response, a conccpt of a mean-force flow i in troduced 
into thi di cussion. This imaginary flow i that corre ponel -
ing to I\, y tem of infinitely thin blade with zero pitch and 
who e mean line are such as to represent the action of the 
rotor and thu to affect the magnitude and direction of tbe 
mean absolute velocitie outside the boundary lay<,r. 0 
instantaneous variations corresponding to individual blade 
movement exi t in thi concept. As a result of friction on 
the wall , this mean-force :flow can be thouo-ht of a formino-
a boundary layer which i analogous to that formed in guide 
vanes or any curved passage. However, the velocity pro-
files of this boundary layer may be affected by both the varia-
tions in the mean-force flow along the streamline out ide the 
boundary layer and thc disturbances caused by the actual 
presence of the rotating blades. Thcse velocity profile arc 
as umed to be given correctly by fixed pre W' probes 
clown tream of the ro tor. 
The measured velocity profiles immediately downstream 
of the rotor ( tation II) arc shown in fio-ures 6 (a) to 6 (e) . 
A study of the e figme r eveal that although the u -velocity 
profiles appear to be quite similar (except at small values of 
y/ fI) , the w-velocity profile show definite change in form . 
These change in form appear to be concentrated at low 
value of y / fl for the runs with the poiler (fig. 6 ( 1)) but 
extend over thn whole boundary layer for the nm without 
the spoiler (fig . 6 (b)). Moreover , when the speed is de-
creased to 60 percent of de ign value (fig. 6 (e)) , the differ-
ences between the profiles practically disappear . 
Y IGl"RE G.- Yelocity oro files down lr am o( rotor (station II) . (See table 1 (or explanation 
. o( data pa in ts.) 
The velocity profile were assumed to be affected both by 
the change in the mean-force flow and by t he disturbance 
due Lo the presence of rotating blades ; the problem of separat-
ing the effect therefore ari e in an analysi of the mea ured 
profile. 
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uch separation of th e effect i obtained at the reduced 
peed, when the distmbance tend to die out more rapidly 
because of low velocities. Thu tbe profile obtain d at 
60 percent design speed may be con idered as more nearly 
corresponding to tho e of th e mean-force flow without addi-
tional effects due to the actual presen e of the blades. Plots 
of the e profiles on logarithmic coordinates (figs . 7 (a) and 
7 (b» how that, as in guide vanes, th e function G is fairly 
clo ely repre en ted by (y j o) lI n, and the function g varies as 
( l-y/o)m for n""'19 and m"",2. The ignificant increa e in 
the value of n a compared with data obtained downstream 
of the guide vanes indicates that the action of the mean-
force flow i such a to add energy to the boundary layer in 
its passage through the rotor. This phenomenon is similar 
to the changes occmring in a two-dimen ional boundary-
layer profile when the flow outside the boundary layer i 
accelerating. It should b realized, then, that the mean-
force profile is considered to account for the pos ible varia-
tion in rotor-blade profile and it effect on the energy addition 
by adjustment of the value of n. In other ,vords, th e vaJue 
of n mea m ed in this compre Sol' may be quite different from 
that measm ed in another compressor. 
According to th e preceding discu sion, all deviations from 
G= (y jo)ll n and g=(l-y /o)m arc con sidered to be cau cd by 
tb e distmbance originating [rom the actual physical pres-
ence of the rotating blade . Plots of G and g (figs. 7 (c) 
and 7 (d» for th e runs with the spoiler (wh en the initial 
boundary-layer thickne s i larg) indicate that, regal' Ile s 
of the weight flow , this deviation appear to be concentrated 
roughly within the half of the boundary layer immedi.ately 
adjacent to the casing . imilar plots (figs. 7 (e) to 7 (h» 
for runs without the poiler (when the initial boundary-
layer thickness is small) show that, although the effect for 
corresponding weight flow is imilal', it appear to extend 
(especially in tbe case of g) over the whole bOlmdary layer. 
ince th e pres nce of the poiler indicate a malleI' value 
of the ra.tio of tip clearan ce to initial boundary-layer thick:-
nes than for the run without the spoiler and since when this 
ratio is smaller the deviations from the mean-force profile 
appear to be concentrated closer to the casing, the differ nce 
between the run with and without the poiler points to the 
tip clearance a the origin of the disturbance. Thi con-
clu ion is not smpri ing, since a leakage flow from the pre -
m e smface to the uction uTface of the blade must take 
place and also since the t ip urface of the blade drags with 
it some fluid , t ending to reduce the relative velocity to Z 1'0. 
lf the mean-force velocity profile i as umed to be repre-
sented correctly by G= (y j o)l l n and g= (l-yj o) m, th e relative 
component of the tip-clearance flow may be obtained at any 
given values of y /o and € by u e of the velocity diagram. 
Thi component is shown in figure (a) for the case of high 
weight flow. The (ab olute) val ues of u and w in this 
liagram were obtained by etting n = 19 and m = 2 at 
yjo = O.lO, and using the measUl'ecl values of €, U, and fJ for thi 
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run. The differ nces betw en the calculated and measLll'ed 
value of u and ware repre euted by t::.u and t::.w, respectively. 
The vectori al swn of u and w then represent the as umed 
mean-force flow in the boundary layer, while the vectorial 
urns u+t::.u and w+ t::.w represent the actual flow in the 
boundary layer. In order to obtain the e velocitie in the 
relative sen e, the t ip speed i subtracted (vectorially) from 
the velocity Thi subtraction give th relative direction 
of u
T
• similar ubtraction i next made from the mcan-
force flow in the boundary layer. 1'11e re ulting vector i 
re olved in to two componen t : along the direction of relative 
and perpendicular to it. These compon nts are denoted 
by the ub ript rand repre ent the relatiye value of u 
and w. Finally, the tip peed i ubtl'acted from the abso-
lute actual flow in the boundary layer. If a vector i now 
dra\ n from the relative mean-force flow to the relative actual 
[l ow, the magnitude and direction of the so postulated 
tip-clearance flow i obtained. 
A imilar br akdown aL low weight flow when ~ i increased 
(a follow from the actual mea uremenl and Lhe equation of 
reference 7) indicates thaL the tip-clearance flow has increased 
in magniLude over thaL aL high weigh t flow (fig. 8 (b)). The 
el ir ction of the Lip-clearance flow at low weight flow is also 
more nearly perpendicular to the blade chord than at high 
wight flow. It i thus indicated that the hange in mag-
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ni tude and direction of the tip-clearance flow OCCUl'S becau e 
of preSSUl'e difference between the two sides of the blade. 
This difference is larger at low weight flow becau e of higher 
angle of attack. 
The changes in shapes of functions G and 9 are t hus seen 
to follow a logical behavior with weight -flo ,> variations and 
the origin of these changes may be traced to tip-clearance 
flow. For compressor rotor blade in general, flow due to a 
finite tip clearance therefore have an adver e effeet on the 
mean-force-flow boundary-layer profile; they cause a decrea e 
of the u-vclocity component and an increa e of the w-velocity 
component. The decrea e in the u-velocity component is 
more pronounced at the low weight flows, while the increase 
in the w-velocity component is more apparent at the high 
weight flows. 
In view of the preceding discussion, the profile-form 
parameter I-I, J , K , and L might be expected to change 
with peed, weight flow, and t he ratio of boundary-layer 
thickness to tip clearance. A plot showing the values of 
these parameters (fig. 9) show that, although I-I r emain 
almo t con tant, J , K , and L how large variation with 
weight {low. The trend of the changes in J , K , and L witb 
weight flow is similar for the runs with or without tbe spoiler. 
At 60 percent of design speed, the values of these parameter 
may be expected to change considerably less than at Lhe 
design speed, as the plotted value show. 
In order to obtain a fUl'ther check on tbe validity of the 
conclusions concerning the changes in shape (due to the tip 
clearance) of the functions a and g, an additional et of 
measurements was obtained at station III, It cbord length 
down Lream of the rotor . If he changes from G= (y/o) l In 
and g= (l-y/o)m were cau ed primarily by the tip-clearance 
{low, the effect of these di turbance shouJd dimini h down-
stream of the rotor and the profiles hould be chara.cterized 
by G=(y/o)lln and g=(I-y/o)m. Thi effect is hown to be 
true regardless of weight flow or inlet boundary-layer condi-
tion (figs. 10 (a) and 10 (b)) . FigUl'es 10 (a) and 10 (b) 
indicate that a plausible value of n at tation III i approx-
imately 19 and that the value of m varie between l.03 and 
2.14, with most points falling on tbe m= l.7 curve. 
It is thu seen that the characteri Lics of the flow at ta-
tion III appear to COlliU'ill the previously made ob ervation of 
the origin of the changes in boundary-layer profile III pa age 
tlnough the rotor. 
GENERAL REMARKS ON BOUNDARY-LAYER 
CHARACTERISTICS I N AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSORS 
The previously discus ed velocity distributions have indi-
cated t he magnitude and changes of Junctions (.! and 9 
describing the boundary-layer profile. Thi information 
may now be utilized to obtain a very general idea about tbe 
boundary-layer characteri tic in axial-flow com pre. or . 
Although the information obtained is not detailed enough 1,0 
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allow an accurate computation of boundary-layer growth , it 
should permit a somewhat more ignificant valuation of 
important parameters and trend than hitherto obtained. 
Flow near tip in region of guide vanes .- Becau e the 
velocity profiles mea ured downstream of the guide vane 
are imilar to those obtained in an ordinary curved duct, the 
boundary-layer equat ions of reference 7 should be dir ctly 
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applicable when the magnitude and direction of the ab olute 
velocity outside the boundary layer are known. 'fhe pro-
cedme would be first to compute E (the deflection at the wall) 
and then in turn to use these values of E to obtain 8 = ()zR I/4, 
the generalized boundary-layer momentum thickne . In 
the computation for 8 , however, an empirical con tant is 
nece ary which could not be evaluated from the mea ure-
~ 
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FIGURE H.-Approxi mate solution for boulldary-layer defleetioll. U cos fJ = U ,; fJ .=O. 
ment obtained; therefore, only speculation as to the actual 
growth of 8 will be attempted. 
In order to obtain a general idea of the important trends, 
two approximate computations of E are carried out by u e of 
sin1plifying a umptions_ Fir t, the curvature and velocity 
along the treamline out ide the boundary layer are a umed 
constant (ca e , appendix ). The e a umption are very 
imilar to tho e of referenc 9 and 10 . 
In addition, Hand ( 1 + J{ ~ J) are a um d to be approx-
imately 1.0 in order to facilitate the integration_ For the e 
condition it i hown in appendLx A that the equation for E 
reduce to: 
Z· ~ 1 ( 8 o/x + 1)f3 
E "" u~r= -2."""" 8 o/x+ 0.01569 
The qUll'e and Winter (r eference 9) and Hawthorne 
(reference 10) olu tion in term of tbe initial vorticity i 
~ 
-=- 2f3 to 
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Although the two expre ions are not exactly comparable, 
it is apparent that, in general, the effect of viscosity (which 
was neglected in references 9 and 10) as given by the approxi-
mate sol ution of the t ur bulent-boundary-Iayer equation is to 
change only the co nstan t in th e dependence of vor ticity on 
L uming. 
A somewhat, more ignificant approximate sol ution can be 
obtained with sligh tly di fferen t initial assumptions. If the 
velocity along the streamline is permitted to vary 0 a to 
satisfy the equation of continui ty Uo= U cos (3 , and if c and 
I 
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8 arc assumed 0 have some mean constant value (the fl ow 
is along a circular arc), the eq uations reduce to the following 
form for II= l.O (see case B , appendix A): 
(1 ) 
( 
c8 ) 2 1 +o:om tan {3 
f = -2.764 0 . 0171+~ 
c8 0.0171 
The solution of Lhis equation in term of ex i hown in 
figures 11 (a) and 11 (b) and the maximum values of ex for 
any given tW'ning are shown in figw'e 11 (c). 
It hould be noted that f as given by equation (1) repre-
sent an odd function, which means tha t a change in sign of 
c and {3 cor re pond 1,0 a change in sign of f. Phy ically, thi 
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mean that the bOlmdary-layel' deflection at the wall will be 
alway such as to increa e the CLU'vature of the particle path 
in the boundary lay r over that in the free tream, B ecau e 
of the approximations made in reference 7 in obtaining the 
olution of the boundary-layer equations, i t is doubtful 
whether the re ults given in figme 11 apply for values of ex 
larger than approximately 45°, 
For the c:ruide vanes u ed in thi investigation, Lhe mea -
ured turning was approximately 27°. The traight-line 
di tance (cborelwise) in which thi tmning was accomplished 
i e timated at 4.3 inche . The expre ion for CLU'vature of a 
circular arc in term of f3 and chord when f3o = O is 
c 
2 in (~) 
chord 
When the previously c:riven value are ubstituted into thi 
expre sion, c= -0.10 inch- I. For a rough approximation 
of the mean value of 8, one-third the measured value at the 
high-weight-flow condition can be taken. For the run with-
out the poiler, tben, c8 = -0.0029; and with the poiler, 
c8 = - 0.0099. For these values of c8 and turning, the 
boundary-layer deflections are 7.5° and 22.2°, respectively 
(see fig. 11 (b)). The mea ured value may be obtained from 
table I; they are 6. ° and 16°, respectively. Although the 
re ults obtained from th e approximate solution do not agree 
accurately with the measLU'ed value, Lhey are of the right 
order of magnitude. 
It can thu be stated on the ba is of figure 11 (a) and 11 (b) 
that boundary-layer deflection on th e bounding wall in 
guide vanes (and any other imilar configmation, for example, 
two-dimensional , stationary cascades) i primarily dependent 
on two paramenters: the actual turning fl, and the producL of 
the gen ralized boundary-layer thickness 8 and tbe curvature 
of the streamline out ide the boundary layer c. 
For the range of c8 in which c:ruide vanes and ca ade 
usually operate, the dependence of ex on c8 i practically linear 
and the turning acts to determine th e slope of the curve . 
For c8 values larger than tbo e usually encoun tered in 
guide vane or ca cades, a certain value of c8 exist at whi.ch 
the boundary-layer deflection i maximum ( ee fig. 11 (c)); 
beyond that value of e8, the boundary-layer deflection de-
creases with further increa e in c8 (see fig. 11 (a)). Thi 
deCI'ea e is more pronolLllced for mall value of tw·ning. 
With re pect to guide-vane de ign and cas ade te ting, 
the e figures indicate that an increase in a pect ratio by 
decrease of chord alone, because of the increa ed curvature, 
may actually result in increa ed econdary flow in tbe 
boundary layer. The increa e in cmvature mu L, of cour e, 
be large enough to off et a pos ible reduction in bOlmdary-
layer thickness due Lo a reduced lengtb . 
Experimental evidence of tbi phenomenon may be found 
in figure 12, whicb is reproduced from reference 12. In Lhi 
figure the ordinate represents the ratio of dynamic pre me 
across the ca cade and can be construed as in licative of thc 
ratio of the area blocked by secondary flow to the free area. 
In addition, the a pect ratio 2.0 cascade differed from the 
a pect ratio 1.0 cascade only in chord, while the a pectratio 4.0 
ca cade differed from tba t of a pect ratio 1.0 only in pan. 
A decrease in chord is seen to result in an increase in the 
raLio of the area , while the increase in span re ul ts in a 
decrease in the ratio of areas (fig. 12). FLU'tbermore, the dif-
ference between Lhe aspect ratio 2.0 and aspect ratio 1.0 
cascades appear to increase omewhat with turning. 
The growth of boundary-layer thickne s ha not yet been 
con idered. Ina much as the empirical constant ne essary 
in the compu tation of 8 co uld not be evaluated, it was 
impo sible to compute the growth of 8 with any degree of 
accuracy. It can be pointed out, however, that reference 7 
show , in general, an increase of 8 with €. On the other 
hand, the difficulty with which € is introduced into the equa-
tions precludes any peculation as to whether a decrease in 
curvature of the streamline will decrease the generalized 
boundary-layer momentum thickness. In fact, for any 
given turning the decrea eel curvature of the treamlines 
might conceivably 1'e ult in an increase in 8 because of the 
increa e in flow-pa th length. 
The problem of the econdary flow in the boundary layer on 
the bounding walls of the guide vanes or ca cades has been 
t l'eaLed in a somewhat general mann er. A more detailed 
pi ture of the treamline through the configuration (fig. J 3) 
how that the treamline neare t the pre ure surface for 
conven tional compr SOl' blades are generally almost traight 
and tbat tho e near the suction surface have tbe greatest 
curvature. ince the deflection in the boundary layer de-
pends on curvature and is uch, in mo t case, as to increa e 
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the CUl'v3,Lure of the particle path in t.he boundary layer 
over that in the frce stream, a rou gh quali tative speculation 
may be made on th e direction of thc flow in the boundary 
layer, once the t l'eamline paths a rc known . Clo e to the 
pres Ul'e surface the boundary layer sbould show li t tle 
deflection from the direct ion of th c treamlines. On tbe 
other hand, clo e to the uction su rface the boundary-layer 
deflection should be large t and hould be directed toward 
the actual blade urface. Because of the pre ence of the 
blade urface, the v locity pe.rpendicular to thi surface 
mu t vani h ; that is , ow/oz mu t be uch that w-,)O along 
any path adjacent to the blade urface. 
Thus, whether the outer or inner wall i con idered (fig. 13), 
ow/oz<O next to the uct ion urface and ow/oz>O next to 
the pre sure surface. 
Ina much as the continui ty equaLion must also be satis-
fied (reference 7) : 
ow ou OV 
- =-- ---WG 
oz ox oy 
and since ou/ox is generally quite mall in boundary-layer 
{low, with w-,)O at the wall, ov/oy mu t be large (of the same 
order of magnitude a ow/oz) . The e considerations imply 
that the flow moves over the suc tion urface toward the 
midspan of the blade and over tb pre ure surface toward 
the walls. The order of maO'nitucle of ow/oz i expected t.o 
be larger near the suction urface than neal' the pre ure 
urface, bccause of the shap of the streamline outside the 
boundary layer; lal'g l' radial flows of this type hould there-
fore occur in the boundary layer at the uction surface. As 
a result of thi change in direction and the friction acting 
ovcr both the wall and the blade surface, a large accumulation 
of lo\\'-cncrg,v ai l' may be exp cted in Lhe cornel' between the 
suction urface and boun ling walls. TO such accumulation 
will occu r ncar th prcssure surface, because even if any large 
de flect ion wc['e presen t clo e to this surface (a might happen 
in highly cambered blade ), thi deflection would, in O'eneral, 
be away from th e blade urface. Much experimen tal 
evidence of the e phenomena i available (for example, 
referencc 5 and 12) . 
Bccau e of mall CUl'vature of the treamline ncar Lhe 
pre u re lIrface and becau e of the pbysical presence of the 
wall on the ucLion side of Lhe pa age, the defl ections neal' 
boLh sUl'facc will be mall (fig. 13) . The large t boundary-
layer flow-angle defl ections may therefore be expected in the 
midregion of the passage, and Lhe e will be a orien ted as t.o 
cause fJow toward the uction smface. 
Ina much a the losses should be at a minimum for any 
given tLU'ning, the preceding di Cll ion and fi g LU'e 11 indicate 
that, from the standpoint of econda)'y flows in th e bo undary 
layer, thJ product of tl'eamline curvatm e and generalized 
boundary-layer momen tum. tbickne mu t l e kept low. 
lj 
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l" IGUnE 13.- Picture of now and coordinate systems in guide vanes and eascadcs in boundary 
layer ncar wall. 
High value of c8 may pOl'hap be permis ible only at very 
low turning without excessive iucl'ea e of ecoudary bOlUldary-
layer flows. 
In general, de ign practice is to keep the cmvature a high 
a po sible 0 a to reduce the axial length; inasmuch as a 
decrease in cmvatw'e may even result in an increa e of 
boundary-layer thickne , the mo t promi ing way of re-
ducing the econdary los es is apparently the reduetion of 
bow1dary-layer thi ckne tbrough positive means uch as 
Llction. 
Flow near tip in region of rotor.- A di cus ion of the 
boundary-layer fiow over that part of the ca iog which cover 
the ro tor blades cannot be reduced to such simple parameters 
a tho employed for the region ncar tbe guide vane, even 
though the previoLlsly introd uced co ncept of mean-force flow 
i utilized . Large change in form parameter are caused by 
tip-clearance effects, whi ch arc altered by peed, weight 
flow, and the ratio of boundary-layer thickne to t ip clear-
ance. FLU'thermore, io the flow through the rotor it is un-
certain that the Clll'vat LU'e of the mean-force flow treamline 
retains its sign . For the e rea 00 , ooly very qualitative 
conclusions are d rawn berein . 
The change in profile parameters G and g "" er e attributed 
to tip-clearance cffects. These changes (at can tant peed) 
were sLlch a to increase the w-velocity profile at high weight 
--------- -------------- ------
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flow and to decrease the u-velocity profile at low weight 
flows. An increa e in w-velocity usually signifies an increa e 
in the secondary flows, which, for this case (as \vill be dis-
CLl sed Jater), means an increa e in loss. The eff et of tip 
clearance on efficiency should therefore be most pronounced 
at high weight flow. Inasm Llch as the mean-force profile 
was shown to be practically unaffected by tip-clearance di -
tmbances at low speeds, the effect of tip clearance on effi-
ciency hould, in general , decrease with decrea e in speed. 
The cw·ves pre ented in flo-me 14, which were reproduced 
from referenc 4, support the e conclusions. 
If the relative magnitude of the form factors (which are 
important in the determination of the deflection E) is con-
sidered (see fig. 9), it becomes immediately apparent that 
K - J > O for all cases investigated. According to the eq Lla-
tions for E given in reference 7, therefore, E will generally be 
of opposite sign from the cW"vatme, when w= O (which is 
true on a nonrotating wall). Thus, the deflection of the 
particle paths in the bow1dary layer is always sLlch as to 
increa e its curvatw·e over that of the mean-force flow stream-
line. If, however, the cmvatw·e of the mean-force flow 
streamline changes sign, the deflection E, which is obtained 
by a process of integration, will first d crease to zero ome-
what fmther downstream and later reverse sign as well. 
The main purpose of the guide vanes for conventional 
sub onic compressors is to prerotate the flow, so as to prevent 
compressibility effects near the tip of the first tage. As a 
con equence of this prerotation and the tUl"ning given to the 
streamlines by the rotor blades (see Jig. 15), the mean-force 
flow streamline downstream of the rotor is cmved a con-
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siderable amount away from the axial direction. In view 
of t he discu ion of E, which is measmed toward the direction 
of the streamline, not only will E be large (because of large 
turning and cUl"vatme), but also the actual direction of the 
flow in the botmdary layer near the wall will be almost 
tangential. Furthermore, because of the changes in shape 
of the function g due to tip-clearance effects, the already 
large w-velocity (cau ed by large E) will be even more 
magnified. The flow in the boundary layer near t he rotor 
tips must therefore be largeJy tangential. Because of the 
deficiency of the axial vclocity, the work done on the fluid 
in these region cannot be utilized. That the work i 
actually done on the boundary-layer flow near the rotor 
tip is evidenced by ~he increase in the values of n. Some of 
the energy added is utilized to improve the u-velocity profile, 
ome of it is ab orbed to create the secondary motion, and 
~he rest serves to heat up the flow and the compressor. 
In any event, hecause of the axial velocity deficiency, little 
of the energy added ever appears as useful work. Oonse-
quently, the change in the direction of the flow in the bound-
ary layer, near the rotor t ips, away from axial results in a loss . 
It should be noted that this loss is not cau ed by a separation 
from the wall in the conventional sense where the gradient 
(normal to the wall) of the velocity in the boundary layer i 
zero or negative at the wall. The flow in the boundary 
layer merely changes direction so that the axial-velocity 
profile is separated , but the 1.1,- and w-velocity profile show 
no eparation whatsoever. It i shown in appendix 0 that 
the condition for an axial-velocity separation is a= 7T/2+ f3 , 
regardless of the shape of the 'U-veloei~y profile. In fig-
ure 16 (a) the axial- and tangential-velocity profile are shown 
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for C=(Y/O)1/9, g= (1- y /0)2, {3=-60°, and a = 30° . This is 
the case for which the gradien t (perpendicular to the wall) 
of the axial velocity is zero at the wall. When a is further 
increased to 40° (fig. 16 (b) , a definite r eversal of axial 
velocity ncar Lhe wall may be noted. Similar observations 
abo ut the three-dimensional boundary-layer flow are ma 1e 
in r eference 13, where i t is no ted that a separated cbord-
wise profile does not necessarily mark tbe beginning of tbe 
turb ulent wake for a yawed winO" . 
When the cur vature of tbe str eamlines ou tside the bound-
ary layer changes sign, as is usually th e case in the next 
stat.or row, the value of f drops (and pos ibly also r everses 
sign) and cau es an improvemen t in the axial-veloci ty pro-
file . A similar decrea e in the value of f can be seen from 
measurements taken at station I II, where the value of {3 
has decreased (in the absolute sense) from that at station II 
because of t he convergence of the passage. As may be 
ascer tained from table I , the val ue of f parallel the trend 
of .6. 
F rom Lhis discu ion , it i po sible to construct Lhe picture 
of boundary-layer flow ncar the tip through an axial-flow 
compre sor. The direction of the treamline ou tside the 
boundary layer oscillates abou t the direction of tbe mean 
ah olll Le velocity and succe sively assum es the value of the 
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absolu te inlet and absolu te exit velocities. The deflection 
f 0 cilIate abou t the direction of the oscillating streamlin e 
in uch a way that large flows in the tangential direction arc 
caused in each rotor row, bu t an improvemen t in the axial-
velocity profil es is caused in the stator rows. 
The large tangen tial flows in the ro tor row are cau ed 
primarily by the fact that the absolu te turning in the ro tor 
is toward the tangential direction an d also by the tip-
clearance effect and the ini tial prerotation du e to the guide 
vanes, which impar t high absolu te inlet air angles. 
For secondary boundary-layer flow on the walls, both tho 
magnitUde of the absolute turning and the direction of the 
mean absolu te velocity ha ve been hown to be importan t 
parameters. In addition, it appeal' from the equa tion of 
reference 7 tha t the boundary-layer thicknes plays a role 
similar to that in the flow through the guide vanes . The 
exact nature of the variations in e may not a yet be a cer-
tained, bu t it is conceivable that the value of e may remain 
surpri ingly mall even after quite a few compressor stages, 
because of Lhe oscillation of f an 1 the energy addi.tion in th e 
rotors. Locally, however , the boundary-layer thiclm e may 
increase in some blade row and decrease in others. 
When the velocity w is considered in the relative sen e in 
the rotor ro w (see fig. ), it becomes appal' nt that thi 
velocity i directed from the uction side of one blade to the 
pres m e ide of the adjacen t blade. Furthermore, the rela-
tive maO"nitud e is somewhat smaller th an the a bsolute mag-
ni tude. A a consequence of this fact and in conjunction 
wi th Lhe tip clearance, the changes in v-velocity should not 
be as p ronounced a in the guide vane ca e; more impor tan t, 
the v-velocity should now be positive (directed toward the 
h ub) on the pressure surface, but negative (di.rected toward 
the Lip) on the suction urface . The trace of boundal'Y-
layer flow near the tip ob tained in reference 14 how a very 
small deflection toward the hub on th e pressure surface of 
the blades and no deflection on the suction surface. I t 
should be noted here that all these considerations apply only 
in the absence of shrouding over the ro tor blades. For 
shrouded blade, a in r eference 2, the streamlines ou tide 
the boundary layer must be considered in the relative en e 
(because the hroud ro tates wi th the blade ); the r esul ts 
obtained are similar to those for the guide vane . Near the 
tip a deflection would occur on the uction surface of th e 
blade, and practically no deflection would occur on the pres-
sure surface. The e resul ts agree with those of reference 2. 
Flow near hub (unshrouded stators).- Inasmuch as the 
velocity profiles on the hu b were no t mea ured, this discussion 
can point out only the basic imilari tie and difference as 
they follow from the theory presen ted in reference 7. Be-
cause boundary-layer velocitie are alway talc n r elative to 
the surface over which the flow is passing, near the hu b the 
whole coordinate sy tern will roLa te with the hub. Tbu , the 
com ponen ts of w will no t be zero. It has been sbown (refer-
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nee 7) for uch cases that the change in pre ure through 
the boundary layer is of th e order of magnitude of th e 
boundary-layer thickne s. For thick boundary layer , the 
pre ure change may be con iderable and neglect of the 
()quation of motion in the y-lirection may not be ju tified. 
hould actual m asurcrncnt how that ignoring thi quatioJ) 
.i justified, the streamline out ide the boundary layer 
(known usually as relative) mu t be con idered (sec fig. ] 5). 
These treamline will curve awa? from the axial direction 
through the stator and toward the axial direction through 
the rotor; in the notation of figme 15, the curvature will be 
positive through the rotor and negative through the tator. 
In the notation of tbe same fjO"ure , W v = -w sin "1, where'Y i 
the angle of inclination of tbe Llrface (see fig. 15). Accord-
ing to the equations for €, tb e efl"e ct of W v i to ofl"set to some 
extent the negative curvature obtained in the tator. L arge 
value of "1 should th en be advan tageous from a boundary-
layer tandpoint. On the other h and, th e tip-clearance 
effects in the stators will be similar to those near the tip of 
the rotor. As a con equence, larger 10 e may, in general, 
be expected through the sta tors. 
The flow through the rotor row will re emble that previ-
ously di cus cd thl"ough the tatic ca cade: larg flow 
toward tbe tip on the su tion side and little change in direc-
tion on the pressure id e of the blade. Experimental evi-
dence may again be found in trac s of boundary-layer flow, 
a presented in reference 2 and 14. 
In the problem of loss reduction, a ide from po itive con-
trol of boundary-layer thickness , it may be po ible to 
achieve some uccess through th e control of ab olute turning 
and of absolute mean-velocity direction. In later stage, 
where the compre sibility effects are not great, changing the 
direction of the absolu te mean elocity near th tip and the 
relative mean velocity near the hub toward axial may p rmit 
increased turning and reduce the secondary boundary-layer 
10 e. From preliminary considerations, it appeal' that thi 
end may be achieved by an increa ed turning ncar tb blad 
root (t ip end of stators and hub end of rotor ). An improve-
ment should thereby ·be eHected not only with re pect to 
secondary flows in the boundary layer bu t aloin trengthen-
ing the blade. However, a more careful evaluation of oth l' 
de ign variable hould be made before any uch change are 
actually attempted. 
SUMMARY OF RE LT 
The following result were obtained from experimentally 
obtained velocity profile in the boundary layer on the ,vall 
of an axial-flow compres or and from a qualitativ analy i 
of th boundary-layer characteri tic on the wall of the 
compre or: 
1. The profile downstream of the guide vanes ncar the 
tip were very similar to tho e obtained in an ordinary urv d 
duct and were practically lmafl.'ect d by the rotation of the 
rotor blade. 
2. The velociL.\T profiles down tream of the rotor indicated 
that the rotor adds energy to the boundar)T layer. 
3. Flows clu e Lo a finite tip clearance for compre or rotor 
blades had an adver e effect on th e boundary-layer profiles. 
The effects of Lip-clearance flows on the econdary flow in 
the boundary layer were rno t pronounced at high weight 
flow at high peed. 
4. The econdar.\' lo e in guide vanes and ea cades gener-
ally were concen trated ncar the uction urface of the blades. 
In other configuration , it is important to consider whether 
the urface over which th e boundary layer i flowing rotates 
integrally with the blade. 
5. The losse near the t ip of the rotor blades and ncar the 
hub of the tator blades occur becau e of the predominantly 
tangential direction of the boundary-layer flow ncar the 
walls. 
6. The preliminar.'T considerations indicate tbat a large 
angle of inclination of the hub surface with re pect to the 
axi of the com pre or (large hub taper) is fayorable from the 
tandpoint of ocondary boundary-layer flow on the hub . 
o CLUSIO S 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the in ve -
tigation: 
1. The velocity profiles in Lhe boundary layer how a 
definite affinity wh en resoh'ed into component along the 
direction of th e [[ow outside the boundar.'T layer and pCl'pen-
dicular to it. Th e generalizing parameter are th e boundary-
lay r lhickn and th limiting d flection at th wall. 
2. The important parameter concerning th econclary 
flow in the boundary layer are turning and ee, where e i 
the curvatur of the treamline oUl ide lhe boundary layer 
and 8 i th generaliz d mom ntum thickne of the wall 
boundary layer. For the range of ce in whi b guide vane 
and ca cade u ually operate, the dependence of the econd-
ary flow on ee i practically linear, and turning act to deter-
mine the lope of the curves. 
3. Two t.\'PC of eparation ma? exi t in a three-dimen-
ional bOlmdary layer. One i the conventional eparation 
where all velocity compon nt are eparatecl, and the econd 
i the directional eparation where one velocity component 
i eparated but the other are not. Because of the direc-
tional separation, the axial-velocity profile on the com pre sol' 
walls may be separated in pite of the fact that the flow has 
not parted ,,·ith the urface. 
4. Although additional experimental data are necessary 
to improve and exten 1 the analysi, many phenomena 
ob erved in compre or appear to be ac ountecl for quali-
tatively by th m lhod of analy i pre ented h ere in. 
L E WIS FLIGH'l' PnoPUL ION L .\.ROHATOHY 
1 ,\ 'l' IONAL ADVI OHY O;\IMITTEE FOH AERO A 'l'IC ' 
LEVELAKD, OHIO, June 7, 1951 
APPENDIX A 
COMPUTATIO N OF e FOR SP ECIAL C ASES 
The componen t of vor ticity (r efer ence 7) ar e: 
( OW OV) t = oy - OZ 
t =_l _ [ OV -~ (1 + CZ)U] l + cZ Ox oy 
Because of the assump tion s of order of magn itude, ~ ~ and 
~ ~ are n eglected in boundary-layer fl ows wh en compar ed 
. h Ou d OW . 1 Th . f . . Wlt :;:- an :.;;-' re p ectlve y. e e expr esSlOn or vor tIcity 
uy uy 
thus redu ce to: 
But by definition , 
thus, 
Ow ~=oy 
ou 
t = oy 
OW 
1· oy E= lm -
v....o OU 
oy 
E= lim J 
v....o t 
The following eq uation from reference 7 ar e used to 
compute E: 
08 + [ (5H. + 9) ~ OU] 8 = 0.0 1569 Ox 4 U ox (A I ) 
OE +[~.!. 08 +~~ oU + ( 0.01255) '!'] E= _ 1_ [ (l + H.)C_H. 2wuJ 
Ox 480x 5U OJ" K - J 8 J - K U 
(A2) 
. ubstituting eq uation (AI ) in to equation (A2) gives 
~;+[0.01255 (1 +K 1 J) ~-~~~] E = 
_ 1_ [ (l + H.)C - H. 2wu] (A3) J - K U 
This equation is solved for two pecial case: 
Case A.- If ~~ = 0, c= con tan t, and wv= O, eq uation (A3) 
reduces to: 
~;+ 0. 0 1 255 (1+K 1 J) ~=~+~c 
the solution of wh ich is: 
where 
18 
1 + H. rx EE(x)= Con tan t+ J - K c J o E(x)dx 
E(x)=exp [ 0.01 255 (1 + K~J) foX d: ] 
(A4) 
(A5) 
(A6) 
and the boundary cond ition is at x = O, E=O, and 8 = 8 
Thus, th e constant in eq uation (A5) is zero. 
Equation (AI ) i aO'ain used to evaluate equation (A6 ), 
~~= 0.01569 (A7) 
and 
~ (1 +_1_) 
E (x)= E t(x)= 8 5 K - J 
If it i now noted that II ::=:~ ( l +K 1 J ) ::=: 1.0 but 
K - J ::=: 2. ,equation (A5 ) become: 
E ::=: -~.£ rx 8dx 
2.88 J o 
and when equation (A 7) is substi tuted, 
ex ( 80 /X ) 
E ::=:-2:8 80/x+ O.01569+
1 
(A ) 
(A9a) 
cl{3 
Inasmuch a c= dx and , at .r = O, {3 o= O, by defin i tion 
equation (A9a) may also b e written 
E =~!t ::=:- 2\ (80/x+8~~~1569+1){3 (A9b) 
Case B.- If c= constant, wv= O, and 8 =constant (mean 
value) but Uo=U co {3 , then equation (A6 ) (which i not 
restricted to th e lim itations of ca e A ) b ecome : 
E (x)= E 2(x) =exp (0 . 0171 ~) 
The olution of equation (A3 ) i now: 
(1 + I-J)c rx f = (J - K )co" (3Eb ))o Eb) ('os" {3df (A10) 
This equation can b e integrated in clo eel form if it is 
recall ed that II ::=: 1.0 and {3 = c:r: 
f ::=: _ 2_ (1+0 ' ~~71 tan (3) (A 1l) 
J - K c8 + 0 . 0171 
0.0171 c 
The value of c8 at which E i a maximum i fo und from 
equation (A1l ) by differentiation, and so forth, to be: 
(c8)'max= 0.0171 Q (A 12) 
wher e 
The valu es of fmax can now also b found: 
(A13) 
APPENDIX B 
S YMBOLS 
The following symbols are used in this report: 
a rotor chord 
c curvature of x-axis, d{3/dx 
exp exponential, [exp(x)=e"'j 
G,g functions de cribing boundary-layer velocity 
profile 
H,J,K,L quantities describing relation among van ou 
characteristic 10 thickne ses in boundary 
layer 
m expon.ent in expre ion for 9 
n reciprocal of exponent in e::-.:pre sion for G 
R R eynolds number ba ed on 0"" O",U/v 
He Reynold number ba ed on rotor chord, au/v 
U velocity out ide boundary layer along streamline 
of potential flow (relative to wall over which 
flow take place) 
U,v,W time-averaged velocities in clU'vilinear coordinate 
system (relative to wall over which flow talc s 
place) 
vI"' weight flow 
Wille weight flow at maximum efficiency 
X,y, z orthogonal cUl'vilinear coordinate y tem with x 
along streamline of potential flow and y per-
pendicular to wall over which flow take place 
a boundary-layer deflection angle mea lU'ed from 
(3 
direction of resultant kin-friction stre to 
direction of flow outside boundary layer 
angle between axial dir ction and tangent to 
x-axi (angle between axial direction and 
streamline out ide boundary layer) 
angle between tanaent Lo hub slU'face and aXIs 
of compres or 
o boundary-layer thickness 
0",* displacement thickness III x-direction , 
~ ( o(U- u)dy 
U Jo 
0, * displacement thickness in z-direction, ~ fo° wdy 
€ mea ure of boundary-layer deflection near wall , 
tan a 
8 generalized boundary-layer momentum-loss 
thickness, O",Rl /4 
Ox momentum thickness in x-direction of flow in 
x-direction, ~2lo (U -u)udy 
0, momentum thickne s in z-direction of flow ill 
z-direction, ~2 fo° w 2dy 
Oxz momentum thickness in z-direction of flow ill 
x-direction, ~2 l 0 (U -u) wdy 
v kinematic vi co ity 
~, r component of vorticity vector m x- and z-
direction ,1' pectively 
To hear tre at wall 
w angular velocity 
I , II, III mea uring tation 
ub cript 
a in axial direction 
max 
o 
r 
t 
y 
maximum 
ini tial val ue 
relative to blade 
in tangential direction 
in y-dir ction 
APPENDIX C 
CO DITIO NS WHEN AXIAL-V ELO CITY PROFILE BE OME EPARATED 
The expression for axial velocity i : 
Ua =U cos (3 + w sin (3 
In order to find the eparation point iL i nece ary Lo 
inve tigate the condition under which the axial velocity 
become tangential to the y-a>..'i aL the urface: 
eluaJ ~ eluJ co 
ely u=o - ely 1/=0 +
dwJ . (3 - m (3 = 0 dy 1/=0 
But by definition 
dw 
lim dd y = €= tan a 
u--+O ·u 
ely 
thus 
du J dUJ . 
-d a =-d (cos (3 + € sm (3)=0 
y 1/=0 y 1/=0 
Thi equation i obviou ly atisfied, rcgardle of the value 
of dduJ , when 
y 1/=0 
and the Bow near Lhe wall is tangential. 
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TABLE 1- Mf,rARY OF EXPERI1\IE TAL COKDITIOI 
Symbol \l v i !::.. 000 C> 
~---------,------------------------
100 100 100 100 100 (,0 00 D rSlgn speed, percen t 100 
1---- --- --1------ ---------------
Corrected' weight flow, lb/src .,9.9 51. 6 3. 59. 3 51. 41. j 35.7 28.6 
------------1------ - - --------_______ _ 
Efficiency 0. 796 O. 9 0.7 6 0.785 O. 0.833 O. 78 O. 5 
1-----------1-----------------------
Spoilcr thickn ess, in. o o o 
--------------------------------
O. 1~0 0.200 0.290 0. 350 0.400 0.450 0.200 0.200 
---------------------------- - - -
Stotion I 
__ 13_. d_e..:..g __ 
t 
__ 2_6._7__ 27.2 29.0 20. I 26. 1 27.5 25.9 26. 6 
U, ftlsee 560 ~ -----;s---5 - ~ -:l54 - 309----w-
-~~--I----------------------
__ a_. <I_e_$( __ I ___ 6._6 ___ G._8 ___ 1_4._6 ___ 1_6._4 ___ 1_5._0 _ __ 1_9,_2 ___ 8._5 __ 9.0 
_____ I_O_. _Jl_o_ 0.120 0.261 0.291 ~.2 7 0.319 0.149 0.095 
e, in . O. OBI o.Jii4 (U.;9 ~ -----0.286 ~ -----o.cm- o.w 
ReX 10-' 60. a 52.5 37.7 59. 6 52. 1 10.0 35.3 28. 6 1------- ------- -------------------
0, in. 0.610 0. 780 1. :120 o. ~~O 0.800 I. 320 O . .02 O. 7 0 1-----------------------------
~_13..:.., d_c..:..g__ 41. 9 52. 4 60. I 41. 6 51. 4 56.3 41. 5 5~. 5 
,- - - ---------------------
U, ft/seo 689 GSO 6.19 (196 675 657 41 2 394 
1 __ a_._d_p!(~_I---I-I.-6- _____ - 1=4.=4= _ 2_.,._0 ___ 15_. 5 __ - _-'=5.=1= _ 3_0._2_ -----;u ~' 
0. 205 0.257 0.467 0.277 0.269 0.: 3 -0.;;- Q.26(j ' 
1------1----------------------
Stotioll 11 
e, ill. 0.304 0.271 O. 59 0.524 0.358 O. 52 0.20S 0.261 
I-----I~---------------------
1 _______ I ___ R_e_X_IO_-. _1 __ 7_6._1 ___ 1._5 _ __ 7_ . 0 _ _ _ 7_6._1 ___ 7_9._7 ___ 77~ _ 4_ .0 ___ 4_6._6_ 
0, in. O. 684 1. 15 O. 950 O. 684 0.820 l. 39 
1------1------------ - -------___ _ 
13 , deg 37.3 45.7 57.8 38. 3 47.0 53.1 
Station III 
1-----·\------ ------------
V, ft/see 764 702 612 751 687 655 ~-_-__ -_-I 
a, deg 7.9 --0.-0-~1--8.-1---S.-I- - -w.o - _ - - ---10.J39 o:J58 Q.243 0.;:;;- (U:j3 Q.2s7 -------- ----------
--R-:-~-i~o-~-, -i ".:~ I ";"; "~': I ".:~ ";:': I ';;': ::. I. I I 
, To standard conditions. 
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